The LANL Fellows are pleased to solicit nominations for the prestigious Fellows Prizes in the two categories of Outstanding Research in Science or Engineering and Outstanding Leadership in Science or Engineering. Fellows prizes have recognized outstanding research and leadership at LANL since 1988 and 2003, respectively. Prize winners are valued assets to our laboratory and continue to serve LANL as world-class senior scientists and managers.

The 2023 Prize nomination packages are due at 5 pm Mountain Time on Thursday, May 18.

These prizes recognize excellence in research and technical leadership, respectively. The institutional goal is to recognize and inspire talented staff into developing the skills and making the personal sacrifices necessary to enable LANL’s national security mission and continue our world class science and technology.

Both the Research and Leadership prizes are intended to recognize the full breadth of Laboratory accomplishment from basic research to applied mission deliverables. Nominations for the award are reviewed by a committee of Laboratory Fellows, who make a recommendation to the Laboratory Director.

Nomination procedures and prize details can be found at: https://www.lanl.gov/collaboration/fellows/fellows-prize-nominations.php

Competitive packages require lead time that include effective recommendation letters so an early start is strongly recommended. We look forward to receiving well prepared packages truly reflecting the talent and diversity of the LANL workforce.

Please e-mail nomination packages to Melissa Robinson of the Science Resource Office: mrobinson@lanl.gov, 699-5019. Questions about the Prizes should be addressed to the Fellows Deputy Coordinator, Jaqueline Kiplinger, kiplinger@lanl.gov